Localization and segmentation of aortic endografts using marker detection.
A method for localization and segmentation of bifurcated aortic endografts in computed tomographic angiography (CTA) images is presented. The graft position is determined by detecting radiopaque markers sewn on the outside of the graft. The user indicates the first and the last marker, whereupon the remaining markers are automatically detected. This is achieved by first detecting marker-like structures through second-order scaled derivative analysis, which is combined with prior knowledge of graft shape and marker configuration. The identified marker centers approximate the graft sides and, derived from these, the central axis. The graft boundary is determined by maximizing the local gradient in the radial direction along a deformable contour passing through both sides. Three segmentation methods were tested. The first performs graft contour detection in the initial CT-slices, the second in slices that were reformatted to be orthogonal to the approximated graft axis, and the third uses the segmentation from the second method to find a more reliable approximation of the axis and subsequently performs contour detection. The methods have been applied to ten CTA images and the results were compared to manual marker indication by one observer and region growing aided segmentation by three observers. Out of a total of 266 markers, 262 were detected. Adequate approximations of the graft sides were obtained in all cases. The best segmentation results were obtained using a second iteration orthogonal to the axis determined from the first segmentation, yielding an average relative volume of overlap with the expert segmentations of 92%, while the interexpert reproducibility is 95%. The averaged difference in volume measured by the automated method and by the experts equals the difference among the experts: 3.5%.